
Session/Game: Rampage/Virkon #13 Date: April 7th, 2024
Lost Virkon Episode 13: The Red Oubliette
Campaign Date: March 17th - April 3rd, YOR 2033

Characters:

Balleth Holdmare, Human Fighter (Travis)
Chummo AKA Alasandro de le Rosa, Half-Ogre Fighter (Bob)
Ivo, Human Fighter (Quinton)
Sister Sabine, Human Cleric (NPC)

Moonshadow, Half-Ogre Fighter/Mage (Craig)
Thomas of the Two Destinies, High Elf Cleric (NPC)

Walker, Pine Woods Ranger, Human Jack (Dave)
The Dirty Quad, Human Mercenary Diggers (NPC)

Judge: Andrew

March 17th, YOR 2033
The Half-Gross heroes awaken in Algart. They spend a week training, healing, and making
potions.

March 24th, YOR 2033
The Half-Gross heroes strike out for Planks.

March 27th, YOR 2033
The heroes arrive in Planks. They find the entire town murdered. Their homes are left burnt and
smoldering. They take the time to bury and burn the dead. They find evidence of a goblin attack.
The Half-Gross heroes spend the night, counting on tracking and slaying the goblins the next
day.

March 28th, YOR 2033
The heroes push toward the location of the goblin camp. However, just as they are making
camp they encounter the Red Oubliette. This large ruddy springhouse is actually a former site of
the Order of St. Reynard. They enter, and fight some of the corpses of the Rotten. Mortals who
have succumbed to the Kiss of Mugdulglub and become walking oozes themselves.

They find several crates and chests with gifts from the Gorgons. A crown of snakes and a
golden scepter. They also find a pair of Red Goo hiding amongst the treasure. Chummo
encounters an Ebon Ooze further down the right passage while Ivo encounters a third Red Goo
lurking in a dry fountain to the left.



The heroes push deeper into the forgotten complex of the Knights of St. Reynard. In a central
room, they find more of the rotten along with rotten magi doing some sort of dark ritual over a
yawning chasm. The heroes destroy the pasty monsters and continue.

They encounter some of the sarcophagi of the fallen knights, still left undisturbed by the alien
slime folk. They clean out the artifacts from these fallen heroes, and move on to the final
rough-hewn room. Here, they encounter more Ebon Oozes along with a Plasmoid mage. It
seems that the ooze-folk who are plotting against Algart are also in league with the Gorgons.
After destroying all the sentient oozefolk, the heroes cleverly lure the remainder to their fiery
deaths.



March 29th - April 3rd, YOR 2033
Following the incursion into the Red Oubliette, the heroes load up their mules with loot and
return to Algart.


